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50-2 54/91022]DBlD : 11h_10-2M/910181DBlin
Arcan_Innnepics11. Announced nafet> incpection of the licensee'n
response to Generic Letter (CL) 89-10, "Sa f ety-Related 11otor-
Operated Valve (140V) Testing and Surveillance" (2515/109),
licensee actions on a previously identified item of noncompliance
(92701), and onnite followup of a Licanace I: vent Report (92700).
Ern.ulilu. The inspection disclosed one non-cited violation (!!CV)
(Paragraph 4.c.(1)) and one unrecolved item (Paragraph 4.b. (4)) .

The following NCV was identified and reviewed during this
inspection: failure to follow procedures in repeatedly recetting
therma) overloads for MOVs.

The licensee demonstrated strengths in the following arcan:

The licensee t' sed its nimulator to train operators on the'

various differential pressure (dp) tenting scenarios being
proposed to meet the recommendations of the GL and to debug
the dp test proceduren.
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The commitment to the training program for lioVs was evident.*

Tho licensoo demonstrated a weaknoan in the following area:

The interface betwoon Commonwealth Edison Company staff and*

their contractors noods to bo bottor defined to provent
errors when calculating liOV switch sottings,
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DETAlla

1. Persons Contacted

Commonwealth Edison Connany (CEcol

*R. L. Bax, Station Manager
*C. E. Sargent, BWR Operations
*B. Rybak, Mechanical and Structural Design Superintendent
*J. Diorbeck, Maintenance Staff Supervisor
*G. Spodl, Production Superintendent
*A. Misak, Regulatory Assuranco Supervisor
*G. Tietz, Technical Superintendent
*R. Ungeran, MOV Administrator
*H. Mulderink, BWR MOV Coordinator
*T. Tamlyn, site Project Manager
*D. Thayer, Nuclear Safety Engineer
*F. Geigor, Projects
*M. Pacilio, Mastor Electrician
*J. Arnold, MOV Coordinator
*D. Kanakores, Regulatory Assurance NRC Coordinator
*A. Lintakas, Systems Design Engineer
*J. Binkhead, Nuclear Quality Programs Inspector
*B. Smith, LaSr',lo MOV Coordinator
*W. Cote, Braidwood MOV Coordinator
*D. Gibson, Conduct of Maintenance Coordinator
*J. Fish, Master Mechanic
*J4 Thorpo, Senior Consultant, UESC

U. E. Nuclear Reaulatory Commiss{pn (NRC)

*M. Ring,-Chief, Engineering Branch, Region III :

*B. Burgess,_ Chief, Projects Section 1B, Region III -

*J. Jacobson, Chief, Materials and Processos Section,
"

- Rcgicr. III
<

*T. Taylor, Senior Resident Inspector, Quad Cities

* Denotes those attending the oxit mooting on December 19,
1991.

2. Licensee Action on Previous Inspection Findinas

'
LClosed) Violation 50-254/90010-01(DRS): Failure to take<

corrective action to correct a deficiency in 1/2 Emergency
Diesel Generator Cooling _ Water _ Pump. The licensee responded
to - he violation by letter dated October 12, 1990. The
let er contained the licensee's corrective actions to
address tho deficiency and was reviewed and determined to be
acceptable by Region III. The NRC inspectors reviewed the

. actions taken by the licensee as committed to in the
October 12, 1990 lotter to the NRC. Corrective actions

1
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taken by the licensoo were completed except for a robaseline i

of the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report (UPSAR), which !
is scheduled for completion by March 1992. The licensoo was
progrossing towards completing the robaselino. This item is !
closed. i

3. Licensco Event Report-(12H1 heview (92700)

1Rlosed) LER 254/90021-LL1 Residual lleat Removal (RilR) !
Valvo 1001-50 Failed to Open Due to Thormal Binding. |

Through discussions with licenseo personnel and review of ,

records, the NRC inspectors reviewed the event report and ;

dotormined that reportability requirements wore fulfilled, j

that immediato correctivo action was accomplished, and that !

corrective action to provent recurtence had boon or would bo '

accomplished. Ilowever, ono problem was noted and in
discussed in Paragraph 4.c. (1) of this report.

,

4. Ingngetion of the..Prontam_Qeveloned in Rqnnonse to Genorig
b Letter 89-10

a. Backaround
'on June 28, 1989, the NRC insuod Genoric Lottor (GL)

89-10, "Safcty-Rolated Motor-operated Valvo Testing and
Survoillance", which requested addressoes to octablish

.

a program to ensure that switch sottings for Safety- '

Related Motor-operated Valves (MOVs) and certain other |
MOVs in safety-related systems are selected, not and-

~

maintained properly. '

,

.

The NRC inspectors followed Temporary Instruction (TI)
2515/109 (January-14, 1991), " Inspection Requirements
for Generic Lotter 89-10, Safety-Rele'ed Motor-operated
Valvo Testing and surveillance," in performing this
inspection. The inspection focused on Part 1 of the TI
which involves a review of the program being
established by the licensee in response to GL 89-10. 1

The licenseo had not progressed sufficiently to perform
Part 2 of the TI which involves a review of program
implementation.

,

b. g_eneric Lottor 89-10 Procram Raylgw

The NRC inspectors reviewed the licenseo commitments to
the GL. The licenseo submitted their responso to the

-

GL to the NRC by letter dated September 26, 1990, and-
committed to meet the intent of GL 89-10. In addition, t

y the licensee responded to Supplomont 3 of GL 39-10 by
~

letters dated December 12, 1990,. March 11, 1991, and
'

September 5, 1991.
.
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Quad Cities implomonted the Ceco corporato level OL 89-
.10 program. Certain aspects of the Quad cities program !

woro not addressed during this inspection where the i

lasuos were being addressed at the corporato level. |
Corrections to the corporato program document will bo '

reflected in the implementation of the GL 89-10. program
at Quad Cities. Items noted during this inspection are
detailed below.

.

(1) Scone of the Generic Letter ProSram
The NRC inspectors reviewed and discussed with tho )
licensee the scope of the licensee's GL 89-10 ;

program. Thoro vero 196 MOVs in the GL 89-10
program at the Quad Cition Station. The NRC
inspectors reviewed system drawings of the Nigh-
Pressure Coolant Injoction (HPCI) System and the
Reactor Coro Isolation Cooling IRCIC) System as a
sample check for the completonoss of the scopo of
the licensea's CL 89-10 program.

Based on the review and the discussions, the NRC i

inspectors determined that the scope of the i

licenseo's program was consistent with the
guidance of CL 89-10.

.

'

(2) Desion Baglp Reviews I

i

The NRC insp"~'. ors discussed design basis reviews
with licensea personnel and reviewod proceduros

.;controlling the performanco of design basis
reviews for the MOVs in the GL 69-10 program. The
results of the arcan reviewed by.the NRC
inspectors ~are discussed below.

t

(a) Differential Pressure Reauirements

The_licensco used soveral sources to support
the design basis reviews. Documents used to
determine the--maximum.cxpected dp and flow
conditions for MOVs in the GL 89-10 program
-included the UFSAR, Technical Specifications,
system descriptions, normal and abnormal
operating-proceduros, valvo and operator

,

vendor documents; and other associated- ;

documents. The_dosign: basis review was
performed at the corporate level and the
results were used_to develop thrust
requirements for all MOVs.

The licensee did not review the Emergency '

operating Procedures (EOPs) as part of the
,

3
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design basis review. However, as a result of
findings from an inspoucion at the Dresden
Station, the licensoo performed a revicw to
datormino if the MOV design basis documents
generated as part of thu GL 89-10 program
envelope the EOP scenarios. 'the result of
the review was that the CDP scenarios were
onveloped by the MOV design basis documents.

The licensco evaluated valvo mispositioning
,

event's in their design basis reviews. ;-

However, if_it was determined that the MOV
would not be able to accommodate the dp and
flew resulting from a valvo mispositioning

,

event, then the licencoc's GL 89-10 program
would allow the mispositioning aconario to be
discarded for less demanding scenarios. The
NRC inspectors discussed this issuo with the
licensee and it was noted that no worst-caso
dp resulting from mispositioning was

_

i

discarded for a loss domanding dp for MOVs at ;

Quad ca. tics. '

(b) Redtwnd Voltaco Canability

The NRC inspectors evaluated the licensoo's
methodology for dotormining the capability of
MOVs to achieve the required thrust under
degraded voltage. conditions. The inspectors ,

revicwed the licensoo's procedure for ,

establiching degraded voltage conditions,
;

" Procedure for Performanco of Project Task 1, |
MOV Terminal Voltago calculations." Dograded
voltage-conditions at the MOV woro ccnsidered
as part of the design basis review and the
results woro used as an input to the
licenseo's thrust calculations. Expoeted
accident-ambient temperaturcs for cablor
jnsido and outsido containment woro evaluated
and accounted for in the calculations. The

.

inspectors noted that the licenseo did not i

ovaluate the affects of high amblont
temperatures on the performance of MOV

,

motors. Tho 1.tconsoo indicated that *

Limitorquefis currently performing _ testing :

and analysis to address this issuo. 1The
licensee committed to incorporate the
information resulting_from tho testing on the .

affects of high ambient temperatures on MOV-
motors into the GL 89-10 program when testing
data is mado available.

4
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The NRC inspectors noted that the licenceo
did not use the degraded voltage relay
setpoint to determino worst case bus
voltages, inntead, the " expected" low grid
voltage values for each bun baced on
operational history were used. The licensee
did not have operational controln in place to
ensure that the grid voltage *ild not drop
below the exrected low value without manual
initiation of the emergency diocol
generators. Tha inspectora informed the
licensee that the use of expected low values
in lieu of the degraded voltage relay
setpoint was not acceptable. The une of
theae values a] loved for a range of grid
voltages which may not permit some MOVo to
develop adequate torque required to operate
the valve. This finding is consistent with
the findings of an Electrical Distribution
System Functional Inapection (EDSFI) which
was recently conducted at Quad Citico. The
licencee han performed a preliminary review
:: all MOVs in its GL 89-10 testing program
to ensure that no immediate operability
problem exists. The licensee will perform a
more extensive review of this incue in
response to the EDSFI. The inspectors
informed the licensee that it would be
expected that the corrective acticas will
apply to all Ceco *;2 clear facilition.

The NRC inspectors also noted that the
licensee's procedures permitted une of stall
torque current in lieu of locked rotor
current in its degraded voltage calculations.
The inspectorn informed the licensee that the
GL recommended using locked rotor current;
however, the use of stall torque current may
be acceptabl6 if it is supported with
adequate torn data e.nd analynia. The
licensee indycated that none of the degraded
voltace calculation / at the Quad Cition
Station uced stall torque current rather than
locked rotor current.

(c) Completed De;11gn BasJrnRaiew

The NRC inspectors reviewed a sample of
completed design basis review packages for a
sample of MOVs in the HPCI and RCIC systems.
The inspectors also discuosed the methodology
of the deign basis review performed by the

5
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licensee for the sampled MOVs.

One discrepancy was noted durir.g the review.
The licensee's rnsponse dated September 5,
1991, to an llRC request for additional
information for GL 09-10, Supplement 3,

stated that the maximum system precoure and
dp in the opening direction was 1,146 poig
for the llPCI steam line isolation valves.
The documentation of the completed design
basis review for these MOVs indicated that
the maximum system pressure and dp in the
opening direction was 1,000 psig, contrary to
the September 5, 1991 letter to the 11RC. The
licenceo stated that the value that would be
used for the naximum system pressure and dp
to site the MOV was 1,146 psig. The licensee
was also planning to update the denign basic
review documentation to reflect the correct
value of 1,146 poig.

(3) ljOV SMitch_QpitingQ

The llRC inspectors discucced the licensee's
proccan for sizing MOVs and setting of Mov
switches with licenace personnel.

Results from the design basis reviews were used to
determine the thrust and corresponding torque
required to stroke the MOVs. Margins were , ded
to the calculated thrust to account for diagnoutic
equipment accuracies, degradation of stem
lubrication and inertial loading. The maximum
allowable thrust was also evaluated to ens""o that
the available actuator thrust output and
structural limits would not be exceeded. A thrust
Window was developed between the minimum required
and maximum available thrust after all accuracy,
lubrication degradation and inertial factors were
accounted for.

For como MOVs, a stem friction factor of less than
.2 was used to calculate the thrust window. The
11RC inspectors advised the licensee that a stem
factor of less than .2 may not be conservative.
The licensee stated that use of loca than a .2
stem friction factor for calculating thrust
windows would be justified. A test program to
justify lower stem friction factors was planned.

During the review of the licensee's thrust Window
methodology, the !JEC inspectors noted a

6
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discrepancy betwoon the stem factor recorded for
,

use in the calculations and the actual valuo used |
in cniculations. The error was due to the lack of !

more rigorous procedural guidanco for calculating
|thrust windows. When the required thrusts (for
i

open and closo) and thrust Window woro calculated, ,

a dotormination was made to ensure that tho <

desired thrust window was adoquato. - Where the
modifications were necessary to achieve the
desired thrust window, discussions betwoon CI:Co I

corporato engincoring personnel and the contractor
performing the calculations was necessary. This

,

interface activity was not well defined and !

resulted in the incorrect stum factor previously
'

montioned. This was considered a weakness. The
licenseo was planning to develop a design guido or
another type of procedural guidanco to define the

3

interface activities for calculating MOV thrust i

Windows. i
!o

(4) Deslan Basis Differential Prgssure and Plow
,

Testing

The NRC inspectors-reviewed the licensoo's pro] ram
and _ discussed, with plant and corporato persormol,
the licenson's method of demonstrating the
-capability of MOVs within the generic lotter
program with plant and corporato personnel.

The licensoo indicated that testing of MOVs would ,

not be performed whero a dp of loss than act of
'

the design basis dp was attainable because of the
limited value of the information obtained. The
NRC inspectors informed the licensco that this
position was not consistent with the "two stago
approach," defined in the GL, and was not
acceptable.

Tho licensoo was planning to submit their
guidelines for dp testing of MOVs to the NRC for
review. This is considered an unrosolved item i
pending further review of-this issue by NRR (50- ,

254/91022-01(DRS); 50-265/91018-01(DRS)). '

(5) P.grigdic Verification of MOV Capa,billiy

The licensee's plan for ensuring that. adequate MOV
switch settings woro established and maintained >

throughout the life of_the plant includes static,

diagnostic testing of MOVs on an interval that
'

will be dote: mined once the initial stages of the
j GL 89-10 program are completed. The period

7
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recommended by GL 89-10 is every third refueling
outage. The NRC inspectors cautioned the licensee
that static testing was not currently an
acceptable method to periodically ensure the
operability of MOVs. Uncertainties in the
relationship between the performance of MOVs under
static and design basis dp and flow conditions ha:
not been established. The licensee plans to
repeat dp testing if the MOV in replaced, modified
or overhauled to the extent that the previous dp
test reuults would not be representative. Dp
testing would also be performed for any MOV that
was not previously dp tested with diagnostic
equipment.

(6) MOV Failu_rrm_Comgtive_A_tt:iolls an<LTanAing_

In recommended action "h" of the generic letttr,
the NRC requested that licensees analyze or
justify each MOV failure and corrective action.
The documentation should include the results and
history of each as-found deteriorated condition,
malfunction, test, inspection, analysis, repair,
or alteration. All documentation should be
retained and reported in accordance with plant
requirements. It was also suegested that the
material be periodically examined (overy 2 yearu
or after each refueling outage) as part of the
monitoring and f eedback of fort to establish trent
of MOV operability. Tl se trends could provide
the basis for a licens< s revision of the frequency
to periodically verify;hdequate MOV capability.
The generic letter ind'cated that a well-
structured end compen<O t oriented system woulv. be
necessary to track, c 4ture, and share equipment
history data. P.(
The NRC review found t1at the licensee had
evaluated MOV failuresifor the root cause and

| maintained adequate MCV hist ories. The trending
data described in the licensee's GL 89-10 program
was recorded and available for retrieval whan
necessary. Ceco corporate engineering was also
developing additional guidelines for tracking and
trending of MOV related information.

DP testing had not yet begun at Quad Cities.
Guidelines for analysis of dp testing data were
being developed. The schedule for completion was
prior to the start of dp testing.

8
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(7) Enhedule

In GL 89-10, the NRC requested that licenseos
complete all ccaign basis reviews, analyses,
verifications, tests, and inspections that woro
initiated-in order to satisfy the recommended
actions by June 28, 1994, or three refueling
outages after December 28, 1989, whichever was
lator.

The licensco committed to implomontation of all GL
89-10 actions by the end of the fifth refueling
outage beginning with the Spring 1991 outages.
This scheduled appeared to be adequate based on
what was thought to be an aggressive dp and flow
testing program by Ceco. However, as noted in
Paragraph 3.b.(4), dp and flow testing is not
planned for MOVs where at least (3% of design
basis dp and flow can not be achieved. Thereforo,
the licensee's dp and flow testing program may not

.

be as aggressivo as was originally thought by the
NRC. The licensee's implomontation schedule for
GL 89-10 will be reviewed by HRR to determino if
it is acceptablo based on this new information.

c. hysociated Pronrammatic Reviews

The NRC inspectors reviewod other licensco programs
associated with MOVs.

(1) Desian Control for Thermal Overload ProtectiQD
The NRC inspectors reviewed-Bechtel procedure
20897-004-EP-003, "Proceduro for Performance of
Project Task 4, NOV Thermal Overload Review." The
procedure provided for consideration of thermal
overload (TOL) actuation timo under circumstances
in which: (1) the motor draws locked rotor
current; (2) the motor draws twice the running
torque current; and (3) the motor draws full load
current. The procedure resembles IEEE standard-
741-1990 in its approach and appeared to be
acceptable.

The NRC inspectors reviewed LER 90-021 (RHR Valve
1001-60 Failed to open Due to Thermal Binding).
The inspectors noted that the TOLs on MOV 1-1001-
50 tripped and the MOV failed to open due to a
combination of thermal binding of the valve and
hydraulic lock of the actuator spring-pack.
During the event, plant personnel repeatedly reset
the motor control center (MCC) breaker and tried

9
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to reposition the valve. The motor was
subsequently damaged beyond repair due to

,

overheating. The inspectors cautioned the i

licensee that TOL heaters cooldown much faster i

than the MOV motor windings and that the TOLs
would not protect the MOV motors if they were
lopeatedly challenged in-a short time frame.
Furthermore, The inspectors recommended including i

MOV TOL characteristics into operator training >

classes to preclude the overheating of MOV motors
,

in the future. The licenpoo indicated that it was '

quantifying acceptable TOL trip waiting periods
and would incorporate this information into its .

training program. '

The repeated resetting of the TOLs was a violation
of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V,
" Instruction, procedures, and Drawings," which
states " Activities affecting quality shall be
prescribed by documented instructions, procedures,
or drawings, of a type appropriate to the *

circumstances and shall be ap._c.gaplighgrj in
accordance with these instructions." Quad Cities
plant procedure QAP 300-2, " Conduct of Shift
operations," Section C.25 requires that certain
steps be-taken to determine operability. The

'

steps in the crocedure only allowed for two
-- attempts to operate the MOV. If more than two
attempts could not be performed without damaging
the equipment, the equipment was to be declared
inoperable.

Contrary to the.above, the licensee did not follow
the above procedure and reset the MCC breaker,
which tripped due to TOL tripping at least four
times during the course of the event. The MCC
breaker associated with the MOV was reset three

,

additional times without assessing the possibility ,

of damage to the equipment. This violation is not
being cited because the criteria specified in
Section V.G of the NRC Enforcement Policy were .

satisfied (Non-Cited Violation (NCV) 50-254/91022-
02).

(2) MOV Setpoint Control
,

The NRC inspectors reviewed licensee documents
QEMP 600-1 (Electrical Maintenance of Safety
Related and Nonsafety Related Motor Operated
Valves), QCEM 600-8 (Safety Related Motor Operated ,

Valves Data and Settings), and QAP 400-17
(Equipment Setpoint Change) to evaluate-the

10,
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'licensco's Mov sotpoint control program. No work
was permitted to be done on any MOV without a work
request. The licensco requires formal review and -

approval of all changes to limit switch settings,
,

torque switch settings, and thermal overloads. '

The licensee recorded as-found and as-left torque
switch and limit switch nottings. Torque switch
settings were compaced to acceptable limits that !

woro documented for each Mov. The licenseo's hov '

setpoint cortrol program appeared to be
acceptable.

(3) Maintenant2

Scheduling of maintenance work at Quad Citics was
done through the Total Job Management (TJM)
computer system. Proventive Maintenance (PM)
procedures were established in accordance with
applicable vendor recommendations, equipment i

operating history, and industry experience. The
licensee's nominal PM frequency was 36 months,
assuming degradation of the stem factor to a value -

not greater than 0.2, or 18 months assuming <

degradation of the stem factor to a value not
greater than 0.17. The NRC inspectors noted that ;

the Limitorque recommended frequency for stem
Lubrication was la months, using a stem factor of f

0.2. The licensee indicated that it would *

consider performing static diagnostic testing to
show that the actual stem factors had not degraded
to values greator than thoso used over the
specified maintenance periods. The inspectors
informed the licensee that static diagnostic
testing may not be acceptable due to uncertaintics
in the relationship between the performance of
MOVs under static and design basis conditions.

,

The NRC inspectors reviewed the licensee's
position in the area of valvo stem packing

,

adjustments. The licensee's practice was to
adjust packing nut torque to the prescribed value -

then perform a motor current signature test. The
inspectors cautioned the licensee that changing
power requirements may not adequately be detected
from motor current analysis due to a changing
power factor - large changes in thrust
requirements due to packing adjustments may result
in only small changes in motor current. The
licensee indicated that it planned to perform

'

extensive-diagnostic testing with its VOTES
diagnostic system before and after packing
adjustments, during the next outage, to evaluate

11-
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the affects of packing adjustments on thrust.

(4) Trainina

The NRC inspectors reviewed the training provided
by the licensee to personnel performing work
associated with the implementation of the Quad

,

Cities MOV program. The licensee has made a
: significant commitment to training. The training

facilities were excellent, the courses appeared to
be thorough, and the instructors appeared to be
competent. The training program largely parallels 4
those previously reviewed at Byron and Dresden,
including the corporate position of providing
generic training at the production Training Center -

located near the Draidwood Station. The training
program for MOVu at Quad cities was considered a
strength.

(5) Onoratina Exnerience and Vendor Hotification
The NRC inspectors reviewed applicable procedures
and discussed the process for handling various
information notices from different sources. Plant
procedures QCAP 450-1 through 450-3 (Vendor
Equipment Technical Information Program) controls
the evaluation of industry information and
experience from sources such as the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, Institute of Nuclear Power
Operations, General Electric, Limitorque and other
vendors. The licensee has taken steps to ensure
that information received was screened and
evaluated by appropriate organizations and that
appropriate actions were planned. The licensee ;
aggressively pursues vendor information and x

obtains documentation _in a timely manner. The
inspectors confirmed the effectiveness of the
existing system by searching for eight known
vendor information releases distributed to
industry. The licensee recovered all the
identified documents. The inspectors found the
licensee's program for the processing and control
of operating experience and vendor notifications
to be acceptable.

(6) Qingnosting -

The licensee uses VOTES diagnostic equipment to
test its MOVs under both static and dynamic
conditions. The licensee plans to incorporate the
use of a " thrust _ measuring device" with its
existing equipment to allow the measurement of-

12
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spring pack displacement as well as thrust
delivered to the valvo. This will allow the
quantification of actual valvo and stem factors
during testing.

(7) Walkdown

The NRC inspectors conducted a salkdown of Ri!R
valvos. The actuators appeared to bo in good
condition and no specific problems woro found
during the walkdown.

5. Idctnnte Documenta_ Reviewed

The following documents were reviewed by the inspectors
during this inspectiont

Conoric Lottor 89-10 Program Document, Roviolon 1,*

dated October 15, 1991.

Generic Iatter 89-10 Program Document-Supplomont 2,*

Roviolon 0, dated October 15, 1991.

Proceduro for Performance of Project Task 2-Design*

Basis Activition, 20897-002-MP-01, Revision 2, dated
August 19, 1991.

' ' Proceduro for Performance of Project Task 4-MOV
Termindl Voltego Calculations, 20897-004-EP-001,
Revision 2, dated March 18, 1991.

Procedure for Performanco of Project Task 4-MOV Thormal*

Overload Review, 20097-004-EP-003, Revision 1, dated
April 5, _1991.

Proceduro for Performance of Project Task 5-MOV*

Database and MOV Packago Development, 20897-005-MP-001,
Rovision 0, dated January 24, 1991.

Thrust Window Calculation for Motor Operated Valves,*

20897-004-M-EP-1, Revision-1, dated January 18, 1991.

Reactor Core Isolation Cooling MOV' Differential*

Pressuro Calculations, 20897-002-MO30, Revision 3,
datod November 7, 1991.

Quad 1-MOV Terminal Voltage Calculations, 20897-004-E-*

003-1301, Revision 4, dated November 27, 1991.

Quad 2-MOV Terminal Voltago Calculations, 20097-004-E-*

005-2301, Rovision 5, dated November 27, 1991.

13
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- liigh Pressure Coolant Injection MOV Dif ferontial
Pressure Calculation, 20897-002-MO26, Revision 4, dated
June 14, 1991.

MOV Design Basis Document No. 20097-DB-QDC-1301,*

Revision 3, dated November 7, 1991.

MOV Design Basis Document No. 20897-DB-QDC-2301,*

Revision 1, dated April 5, 1991.

Guidelines for MOV Testing, Maintenance and Evaluation,*

NO Directive NOD-MA.1, Revision 2, dated September
1990.

Vendor Equipment Technical Information Program, QCAP*

450-1, Revision 1, dated July 17, 1991.

Vendor Equipment Technical Information Review, QCAP*

450-3, Revision 1, dated July 17, 1991.

Vendor Equipment Technical Raw Data Files, QCAP 450-2,*

Revision 1, dated July 17, 1991.

MOV Trouble Shooting and Root cause Matrix for SMB-*

000/00 Size Operators and Their Valves, QAP 500-22,
Revision 1, dated February 1990.

Equipment Sctpoint Change, QAP 400-1, Revision 3, dated*

July 1989.

Safety Related Motor Operated Valves Data and Settings,*

QCEM 600-8, Revision 0, dated August 27, 1991.

Electrical Maintenance of Safety Related i Non-Safety*

Related Motor Operated Valves, QEMP 600-1, .ovision 10, ,
dated June 28, 1991.

Installation of " VOTES" Sensor on Limitorque Motor*

Operated Valvo, QEMP 600-9, Revision 2, dated
January 2, 1990.

Licensee Event Report 90-021, Ro11 dual llcat Removal*

Valve 1001-50 Failed to Open Due to Shermal Binding,
Revision 2, dated July 9 1991.

Conduct of Shift Operations, QAP 300-2, Revision 31,*

dated September 21, 1991.
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6. Conclusions

The licensee was actively pursuing the development of its
program in response to GL 89-10. Some areas of the program
were nearly comp?.ete out the dp and flow testing had not
started (the major portion of the GL 89-10 program) . The
NRC inspectors were unable to compl9to the program review
for GL 89-10 due to open .ssues which must be resolved. The
results of the inspection were discussed with cognizant NRC
headquarters personnel. Future inspections will be
performed to determine the acceptability of the licensee's
program and to evaluate the implementation of the GL 89-10
program.

7. Unresolved Ittms -

Unresolved items are matters about which more information is
required in order to ascertain whether they are acceptable
items, items of noncompliance, Jr deviations. An Foresolved
item disclosed during this inspection is discussed la <

Paragrapia 4.b.(4) of this report.l

8. Ex.11 Meetina

The inspectors met wi.th the licensee ren esentatives
i(denoted in Paragraph 1) at the conclusion of the inspection

on December 19, 1991. The inspectors sumniarized the purpose
and scope of the inspection and the findings. The
inspectors informed the licensee of the one non-cited
violation identified during this inspection (failure to
follow procedures). The inspectors also discussed the
likely in t. stioncl content of the inspection report with
regard to c- e*"ts or processes reviewed by the inspectors
during the 1. :lon. ine licensee did not identify any -

such documentL or processes as proprietary.

,
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